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REPORT ON ACTIVITY #1
Title: High School Recruitment
Category: Others
Date(s): 5th December 2018
Description: On the 5th of Dec, 2018, we took part in the faculty's open day activities and gave final year high-schoolers a walk-through of the student experience and what the electronics industry might offer them.

Attendance:
Number of IEEE/EPS member attendees: 1
Number of Non-IEEE Member attendees: roughly 60
Number of EPS Student Member attendees: 2
Number of Non-EPS Students: N/A
Total: N/A

Funding:
Was funding provided by EPS for this activity and if so, how much?
No
Who else provided funding for this activity, and if so, how much?
LSE – Electronics Students League: impossible to tell/know
REPORT ON ACTIVITY #2
Title: The Proposal
Category: Administrative + Technical
Date(s): 29th November 2018
Description: On the 29th of Nov, 2018, we had our first official EPS meeting and we were being pitched by PhD. Eng. Bogdan Mihăilescu, Lecturer at our faculty, regarding DA-SPACE, the European project.

Attendance:
Number of IEEE/EPS member attendees: 2
Number of Non-IEEE Member attendees: 0
Number of EPS Student Member attendees: 6
Number of Non-EPS Students: N/A
Total: 7

Funding:
Was funding provided by EPS for this activity and if so, how much? No
Who else provided funding for this activity, and if so, how much? None
REPORT ON ACTIVITY #3
Title: The European
Category: Technical
Date(s): 12th December 2018
Description: On the 12th of Dec, 2018, we went to Galați and had our first workshop of DA-SPACE, a sub-project of the European Interreg project.

Attendance:
Number of IEEE/EPS member attendees: 0
Number of Non-IEEE Member attendees: roughly 20
Number of EPS Student Member attendees: 3
Number of Non-EPS Students: 20
Total: roughly 23

Funding:
Was funding provided by EPS for this activity and if so, how much?
No
Who else provided funding for this activity, and if so, how much?
UPB-CETTI – roughly 50$
REPORT ON ACTIVITY #4
Title: The Conference
Category: Technical
Date(s): 27th October 2018
Description: On the 27th of Oct, 2018, three of our members presented their first scientific papers at the 2018 IEEE 24th International Symposium for Design and Technology in Electronic Packaging (SIITME).

Attendance:
Number of IEEE/EPS member attendees: many
Number of Non-IEEE Member attendees: hard to tell
Number of EPS Student Member attendees: 3
Number of Non-EPS Students: hard to tell
Total: roughly 150

Funding:
Was funding provided by EPS for this activity and if so, how much?
No – the chapter was in the making
Who else provided funding for this activity, and if so, how much?
None - unfortunately
REPORT ON ACTIVITY #5
Title: The Meetings
Category: Administrative
Date(s): Various, with a two weeks period
Description: We had periodic meetings in our Chapter, during which we discussed where we’ve been, what was our status, and where were we heading to.

Attendance:
Number of IEEE/EPS member attendees: 3-4
Number of Non-IEEE Member attendees: 0
Number of EPS Student Member attendees: +6
Number of Non-EPS Students: 0
Total: roughly 10

Funding:
Was funding provided by EPS for this activity and if so, how much?
No
Who else provided funding for this activity, and if so, how much?
None
REPORT ON ACTIVITY #6
Title: The Continental Project
Category: Others
Date(s): Various, with a two weeks period
Description: Our Chapter Chair found an opportunity for 3rd year students, in collaboration with Continental Automotive Timișoara. They had been given a research assignment and the Chair has been mentoring them ever since. During the summer he will accompany them at Timișoara to further train them and help them become professionals, during their summer internships.

Attendance:
Number of IEEE/EPS member attendees: 1
Number of Non-IEEE Member attendees: 4
Number of EPS Student Member attendees: 1
Number of Non-EPS Students: 4
Total: 6

Funding:
Was funding provided by EPS for this activity and if so, how much?
No
Who else provided funding for this activity, and if so, how much?
Continental Automotive – hard to tell how much...over 1000$
REPORT ON ACTIVITY #7
Title: The European Finals
Category: Others
Date(s): 28th March 2019
Description: Our Chapter members went to Galați to showcase their european project and won 1st and 3rd place. The 1st team went on through to the next stage, being held in May at Ulm, in Germany.
Attendance:
Number of IEEE/EPS member attendees: 1
Number of Non-IEEE Member attendees: many
Number of EPS Student Member attendees: 7
Number of Non-EPS Students: many
Total: A whole bunch of professionals :D
Funding:
Was funding provided by EPS for this activity and if so, how much?
No
Who else provided funding for this activity, and if so, how much?
UPB-CETTI and University Dunărea de Jos of Galați – impossible to tell
REPORT ON ACTIVITY #8
Title: The Tutoring
Category: Others
Date(s): Periodically
Description: One of our Chapter members became head of Year Tutors of our faculty, ETTI.
Attendance:
Number of IEEE/EPS member attendees: -
Number of Non-IEEE Member attendees: many
Number of EPS Student Member attendees: 1 for sure
Number of Non-EPS Students: many
Total: many

Funding:
Was funding provided by EPS for this activity and if so, how much?
No
Who else provided funding for this activity, and if so, how much?
None
REPORT ON ACTIVITY #9
Title: Techallenge
Category: Others
Date(s): 9th May 2019
Description: Two of our chapter members participated at a technical project organised by Honeywell, in collaboration with University Politehnica of Bucharest.
http://techallenge.pub.ro/

Attendance:
Number of IEEE/EPS member attendees: 2
Number of Non-IEEE Member attendees: many
Number of EPS Student Member attendees: 2 for sure
Number of Non-EPS Students: many
Total: many

Funding:
Was funding provided by EPS for this activity and if so, how much?
No
Who else provided funding for this activity, and if so, how much?
None
REPORT ON ACTIVITY #10
Title: The Workshop
Category: Social - Technical
Date(s): 11th April 2019
Description: Our Chapter Chair went to Galați to hold a workshop about the Student Chapter and its goals, being given a large time frame during a HR Workshop held by Miele. The purpose was to spread the knowledge and raise awareness both amongst the industry and the academia, especially students. The event was one of larger proportions, entitled TIE – Electronics Interconnection Techniques.
Attendance:
Number of IEEE/EPS member attendees: 3
Number of Non-IEEE Member attendees: many
Number of EPS Student Member attendees: 2
Number of Non-EPS Students: many
Total: many

Funding:
Was funding provided by EPS for this activity and if so, how much?
Yes, but later on: 200$
Who else provided funding for this activity, and if so, how much?
UPB-Cetti, in the form of a loan, since our CB Card and bank account were in the making at that time.
REPORT ON ACTIVITY #11
Title: The Reach-out
Category: Others
Date(s): 7th May 2019
Description: Our Chapter Chair was given the opportunity to hold a presentation for LSE – Electronics Students League in order to gain visibility and recruit members for the Student Chapter.

Attendance:
Number of IEEE/EPS member attendees: 1
Number of Non-IEEE Member attendees: roughly 70
Number of EPS Student Member attendees: 1
Number of Non-EPS Students: roughly 70
Total: 70

Funding:
Was funding provided by EPS for this activity and if so, how much?
No
Who else provided funding for this activity, and if so, how much?
None
REPORT ON ACTIVITY #12
Title: PoliFest
Category: Others
Date(s): 13th April 2019
Description: Our Chapter Co-Chair and 3 other members participated with a stand at the biggest annually held event in our university.
http://polifest.pub.ro/
Attendance:
Number of IEEE/EPS member attendees: hard to tell
Number of Non-IEEE Member attendees: many
Number of EPS Student Member attendees: 4
Number of Non-EPS Students: many
Total: many

Funding:
Was funding provided by EPS for this activity and if so, how much?
No
Who else provided funding for this activity, and if so, how much?
None
REPORT ON ACTIVITY #13
Title: The Simulation
Category: Others
Date(s): 11th and 12th May 2019
Description: The Student Chapter helped LSE organise the admittance exam simulation for our faculty of electronics.
Attendance:
Number of IEEE/EPS member attendees: hard to tell
Number of Non-IEEE Member attendees: many
Number of EPS Student Member attendees: 4
Number of Non-EPS Students: many
Total: many

Funding:
Was funding provided by EPS for this activity and if so, how much?
No
Who else provided funding for this activity, and if so, how much?
LSE – impossible to know
REPORT ON ACTIVITY #14

Title: NXP Open Day
Category: Others
Date(s): 16th and 17th May 2019

Description: The Student Chapter Chair, together with his team of FSAE Competition (Formula Student Competition) participated at an exhibition at NXP Headquarters in order to present both the UPB Drive FSAE Team and the EPS Student Chapter. Needless to say, the EPS Student Chapter logo will be on the car.

Attendance:
Number of IEEE/EPS member attendees: hard to tell
Number of Non-IEEE Member attendees: many
Number of EPS Student Member attendees: 1
Number of Non-EPS Students: many
Total: many

Funding:
Was funding provided by EPS for this activity and if so, how much?
No
Who else provided funding for this activity, and if so, how much?
NXP – hard to tell
REPORT ON ACTIVITY #15
Title: Student Scientific Communication Sessions
Category: Others
Date(s): 9th and 10th May 2019
Description: Three Student Chapter members participated with more than one project, and one of them won 2nd place at the SSCS.

Attendance:
Number of IEEE/EPS member attendees: hard to tell
Number of Non-IEEE Member attendees: many
Number of EPS Student Member attendees: 3
Number of Non-EPS Students: many
Total: many

Funding:
Was funding provided by EPS for this activity and if so, how much?
No
Who else provided funding for this activity, and if so, how much?
The faculty – impossible to tell
What do you think about our logo and poster? Feedback is kindly appreciated! Thank you in advance!